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Lesson 6 – Voice-Over Recording Tips: 

Multiple Voices/Conversation 

 

Welcome to Lesson 6 of the Newbies Guide To Audio Recording Awesomeness Volume II. We are 

still talking about voice over recording tips. Today, we will talk about working with multiple voices 

good for building dialogues and conversation and such. In lessons 4 and 5, you learned some cool 

voice over automation tips. We learned about auto trim/split, reposition items and the ripple editing. 

Today, we're gonna put those tools together to create multiple voice programs that are good for 

dialogues that you can use for things like audio books, radio and TV ads when you have a multiple 

characters, interviews, especially good for interviews, and several types of e-learning recordings. 

 

Let's get started by creating a new Reaper project. We're going to create a program similar to an e-

learning gig I had where the client wanted a male and the female voice, reciting specific phrases, 

altering boy-girl, boy-girl, etcetera. We had a script with the phrases listed. By far, the fastest way to 

get the recording done was to have the boy, me, record all the boy parts in one single recording 

leaving a bit of space in between each phrase. Then, I called Lisa in to do her parts the same way. 

When done, we had two audio files, one for the boy and one for the girl now to turn them into an 

alternating boy-girl, boy-girl thing. So, with Reaper opened to a fresh new project, we are going to 

insert a couple of files. You can record your own. Remember double-click here to create a new track 

and click on record arm and then record down here if you wanna do that or you can download the 

files that I'm gonna be using here, again, like you did in lesson two although I changed the name of 

this link from tutorials to products, hopefully, that won't be too confusing. But anyway, come to 

homebrewaudio.com, go to the product's drop-down menu and select resources. And if you go 

there, you will find these two files here, just right-click on these links, save link as to get the male 

voice and the female voice, if you wanna follow along using the same files that I'm going to use 

here. 

 

So, I also wanted to demonstrate that even without double-clicking here and creating a track, if you 

insert a media file it will create its track for you. So let's do that here. I'm gonna insert the male 

voice and the female voice. So, let's do the male voice first. See how I created its own track and it's 

because the file is named male voice it now puts that in the track name, which is pretty cool. And 

now, let's get the female voice done. Now, for the second and subsequent files you do have to create 

a track, otherwise it will try to put it on the same track. So, let's go ahead and double-click here, 

create a second track. Go back to the beginning. Insert media file, female voice. Okay, now we have 

both files imported into the project. Now, the first thing we need to do is color-code these items. 

The reason we do that is so that we can tell the voices apart and one thorough, dispersed and mixed 

together on the same track. This visual cue saves a lot time and makes things a lot easier. And as 

I've said before, we love easy. 

 

Also let me state up front that I am not using gender bias. My wife just happens to like pink. So this 

is her voice, so she gets pink. So right-click on the item and go to item and take colors and set items 

to custom color. And I'm just gonna pick a pink color and say okay. And now her's is pink, and 

because I like blue I do the same thing for myself here. And I'm gonna take colors add it to custom 

color and I'll pick a blue for my own. There now we have blue for me, and pink for my wife. You 

can use whatever colors you want. Okay, now let's do the tools that we learned in lessons 4 and 5. 
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Let's come up to the first one, and we're going to auto trim/split these items so that each of these 

phrases can become their own item. So, whatever your keyboard shortcut was, mine was the control 

till the key. If you did not set a keyboard shortcut, as a reminder, just go to actions, show action list 

and put auto trim and that should be all you need to go to auto trim/split. So anyway, I did that for 

the male voice, then come down and do the same thing for the other voice. And now, all the phrases 

are their own items. 

 

Next, we want to intersperse these. I believe the female voice was first in this particular job. So 

we're gonna wanna have alternating female-male, female-male. In order to do this, it helps a lot to 

turn on Ripple Editing, turn it on per track so that you only have Ripple Editing on whatever track 

you're working on. Okay, so, I'm gonna move that one over and just space this out a little and now 

do the same thing down here. Just space them out and it looks like there's gonna be two female at 

the end, but that's fine. Okay, now that we've got these arranged we wanna to put them all on one 

track. So, hold down the right mouse button on the first female item, and drag it all the way across. 

And now, we just want to drag straight up. And now, we have alternating girl, boy, girl, boy, girl, 

boy, girl, boy. Now, the last part of the job called for there to be three seconds in between each one 

of these phrases. We learned a tool about that called "reposition items." 

 

So, again, let's got ahead and select everything on that track. I've shown you one way to do it, which 

is to come to the first item, hold down the right mouse button, and drag across all the items. That's 

the way I normally do it, but another way to select all the items on a track is to come over to this 

blank space over here, in the track control panel, and double-click the left mouse button. And, that's 

an alternate way to select everything in your track. Now that it's all selected, we need to do 

reposition items. In Lesson 5, we mapped this to a keyboard shortcut. I mapped mine to Ctrl + Q, so 

I'm gonna hit that now. And I am going to change this to a three, because the client said he wanted 

three seconds in between each item, and click Okay. Now, I'm going to zoom out a little bit to see 

them all. Done. We have girl, boy, girl, boy, girl, boy, alternating with three seconds in between, just 

as the client requested. 

 

Now, if you can imagine having 30, 50, or more phrases in each file here, and then imagine how 

long it would take to manually split and trim each phrase, and then drag each one where it needed to 

be, followed by painstakingly dragging to put three seconds of space between each item. Well, it 

took a really long time. Once I discovered the automation tools I showed you in the last three 

lessons, it reduced the amount of time required to do this job by about 75%. I hope they helped you, 

too. In Lesson 7, we'll talk about automating another common voice over client request to save 

multiple phrases as separate files, each with their own filename. See you back for Lesson 7 


